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The FMI Small Cap portfolios returned approximately 14.7% in the June quarter compared to 25.42% for the Russell 2000
Index, and 18.91% for the Russell 2000 Value Index. Year-to-date, the portfolios are behind the Russell 2000 by about
4.9%, and are ahead of the Russell 2000 Value by 5.7%. Utilities, Transportation, and Communications (all due to a lack
of exposure to these sectors) added to performance compared to the Russell 2000 in the period. Producer
Manufacturing, Health Technology, Electronic Technology, and Consumer Services detracted relative to the Russell 2000.
Robert Half, Ryder System, and Zions Bancorporation aided results, while Carlisle Companies, TriMas Corporation, and
Graham Holdings lagged.
If there was a mercy rule in the game of growth versus value investing this year, the contest would have been called and
the kids pulled off the field. Year-to-date, the Russell 2000 Growth Index has outperformed the Russell 2000 Value by an
amazing 20.44%. While the smaller cap indices aren’t directly impacted by the FAAANM (Facebook, Amazon, Alphabet
“Google,” Apple, Netflix, and Microsoft) love affair, in some regards, the speculative fever is even greater than in the
large cap arena. Immunomedics Inc., Chegg Inc., and Quidel Corporation were three of the top drivers of the Russell
2000 in the quarter. Immunomedics went from a $2.9 billion market value at the beginning of the quarter to $8.2 billion
at the end of the period. It loses money. Chegg went from $4.4 billion to $8.3 billion as of June 30. It also loses money.
Quidel went from $4.1 billion to $9.4 billion over the same time frame. It trades at almost 100 times adjusted earnings.
Today we have two stock markets. The first market is the popular one, driven by technology, biotechnology, other
“growth stocks” (often better-performing if they are money-losers), momentum plays, and coronavirus beneficiaries.
This market is abetted by a belief in perpetually-low interest rates (“the Fed has your back”), and a mantra that no amount
of fiscal stimulus could possibly be deleterious. The popular market is impervious to disease, social unrest/mayhem,
unemployment, socialism, debt, poor GDP growth, trade tensions, and poisonous politics. The second market, the
unpopular one, has at its core a lower form of life, a species called “value stocks.” In that market, a shrinking band of
unenlightened Luddites ply a trade practiced
successfully for ages, but one that today is
viewed with various degrees of disdain. This
market is fearful of record-high valuations,
rampant
speculation,
weak
earnings,
dangerous balance sheets, rate normalization,
difficult economies, and what happens when
any person, corporation, or government
spends beyond its means. The difference
between these two markets is cavernous.
The Russell 2000 has morphed from a relatively
diversified core index a decade ago, to one
where over 40% of the constituents lose
money.
It has 398 health technology
companies, 345 of which lose money. Yet, this
sector’s quarterly return exceeded 30%! This
trend is even more pronounced within health
technology’s biotech industry; the chart to the
right illustrates its year-to-date success. The
Russell 2000 looks and behaves like a growth
stock benchmark. FMI has always focused on

relatively low-valuation, high-quality companies, and has generally sold at a meaningful discount to the Russell 2000, and
a more modest discount to the Russell 2000 Value. Today, the average discount (on the metrics below) to the Russell
2000 is exceptionally wide (~52%) and is also substantial relative to the Russell 2000 Value (~29%).

In recent years, the Small Cap portfolio has consistently outperformed the value index, and has generally kept pace
against the Russell 2000, which benefits not only from the most speculative stocks, but also the flow of dollars to passive
strategies, which we believe will exhaust itself when growth stocks sputter, momentum reverses, rates change, or
externalities hit.
Sometimes a picture can truly capture the essence of reality. Below is a price chart and total return table for Berkshire
Hathaway compared to the S&P 500 over the past decade. The S&P 500 has beaten this premier value stock by
approximately 146% cumulatively. Berkshire’s great track record, stable of solid businesses, Fort Knox balance sheet
(~$400 billion of very liquid equity value), and cheap valuation apparently mean little today.
Conversely, more investors seem
to want stocks like Tesla, which
has a market capitalization of
$200 billion, has not turned a
profit since its founding 17 years
ago,
consumes
prodigious
amounts of cash, and competes
in a highly-competitive car
industry, where virtually every
automaker
and
emerging
competitor is targeting electric
vehicles. Approximately a year
ago, Tesla traded for $223 per
share, up sevenfold from seven
years earlier. As of 6/30/20, it
was $1,080. Debt has gone from
virtually zero to $14.5 billion over
the past ten years. The contrast
between Tesla and Berkshire
Hathaway is stark. At FMI, we
use the mental imagery of a fiveyear lockbox when evaluating
competing ideas. “Which stock
would you rather own if you had to lock them both up for five years?” Given today’s enormous macro concerns and skyhigh valuations for growth stocks, and what could happen if fear struck, it appears to be a proverbial layup to us. Yet our
perception is that the large majority of investors today would pick Tesla (or Shopify, Zoom, Datadog, etc.).
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Hindsight will always show that we missed
some great growth stocks. It isn’t our style
or philosophy to chase “winners” in the
hope they will keep winning. We buy only
when fundamentals and valuation justify it.
Amazon, for example, has been a great
growth company, but it is trading at over
200 times free cash flow (FCF) when
adjusting for financing leases and stockbased compensation, with the implied
expectation that FCF will grow in excess of
30% compounded for ten years. 1 Our
experience is that a portfolio of relatively
out-of-favor stocks that have solid
underlying fundamentals tends to
outperform the collective group of growth
stocks over time. The chart to the right
shows the near 100-year superior record of
value investing, with the more recent
difficult period boxed.
Despite the tough run for value, we are optimistic the tide will turn. Investors today cannot envision FAAANM or similar
stocks underperforming, but the history of markets is that vaunted names and the high valuation stocks lose their luster,
and herd behavior is not perpetually rewarded. We haven’t seen a more universally-held opinion than the one recently
reiterated by a hedge fund analyst, as relayed to us by a Wall Street contact: “Selling is for fools. Just buy V (Visa), MA
(Mastercard), PYPL (PayPal), FAANG, and all things SaaS (software as a service), and just come back in 5 years to count
your money.” It’s nearly identical to the commentary we heard in 1999 about the great growth stocks of that era. As
the old saw goes, markets make opinions; opinions don’t make markets. People will always craft a message to justify the
prevailing investment sentiment. Speculation in money-losing stocks is as widespread as we have ever seen. In June,
The Wall Street Journal quoted Dave Portnoy, founder of Barstool Sports (and ersatz day trading guru), who told his
listeners, “Stocks only go up, this is the easiest game I’ve been part of!” And, “It took me a while to figure out that the
stock market isn’t connected to the economy.”
Servpro is a company who cleans up homes and buildings after fires and floods. Its clever advertising jingle is “Like it
Never Even Happened!” For growth stocks, it truly is like it never happened. The “it” being 2020’s unprecedented
economic collapse, severe unemployment, rapid increase in debt, and large corporate earnings decline. Yet despite all
of this, the year-to-date gains in the NYSE FANG Plus Index, NASDAQ Composite Index, and Russell 2000 Growth Index
are 32.33%, 12.74% and -3.06%, respectively. Contrast that with the S&P 500 Energy Sector Index, which is down 35.34%;
the S&P 500 Financial Sector Index, down 23.65%; the S&P 500 Industrials Sector Index, down 14.64%; and the Russell
2000 Value, down 23.50%. All of these indices are connected to the same economy, which today is operating close to
40% below (quarter-over-quarter) where it was just a few months ago, according to the Atlanta Federal Reserve.
Unemployment is certainly on the mend, but over 19 million people remain out of work, and there is a growing concern
that a significant number will not regain employment anytime soon. The action in the stock market suggests a so-called
“V-shaped” recovery. It may take a lot longer than most investors expect.
If the recovery takes longer than most believe, how does value win?
Value investing can reestablish itself in a myriad of ways. If it goes like the last big tech bubble, which peaked in March
of 2000, there might not be any readily identifiable catalyst. Growth stocks just got too expensive. Speculation simply
ran too hot. Expectations were far too high. When the momentum shifted in 2000, it became a torrent of selling in the
1

10-Year expected growth rate equals 37% with a 3% terminal growth rate and an 8% cost of equity.
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popular names. Value strategies were outstanding for a long time after that. Value could win if the cost of capital rises.
Although the Fed is pulling out all the stops to suppress interest rates by printing money and monetizing government
debt (and even buying corporate debt), that is not a strategy with limitless potential. The amount of money recently
conjured with a keystroke ($3 trillion since February, and an expectation that Fed assets will grow to $10 trillion by this
fall) is astonishing, and may find its way to inflation after we get through the economic downdraft. Money supply growth
has broken modern peacetime records, according to Tim Congdon, chairman of the Institute of International Monetary
Research. Inflation will likely beget higher interest rates and an elevated cost of capital. A higher cost of capital can also
come from credit concerns (wider spreads) and greater stock market volatility (increased cost of equity). You don’t need
an inflationary environment to see that; we saw it briefly in February and March before the Fed restarted the printing
presses. Investors could also have a thing or two to say about sovereign interest rates as they get wise to the dangerous
game the Fed is playing. Who wants to loan a government 10-year money at less than 1% when underlying true inflation
is much higher than that?
Value could also win if the economy turns around and grows more rapidly than expected. Cyclical and other depressed
companies could shine in that scenario. All the extra reserves in the banking system could crank up the loan market, and
this might have an impact on inflation and rates. Most growth stocks depend on ultra-low discount rates over a long
time horizon. A small change in the discount rate can result in a huge change in the present value of cash flows. Value
can also win simply because of size. The popular benchmarks are dominated by bigger companies, most of which are
considered growth stocks; the amount of growth needed to move the needle has become high, and the law of large
numbers can make it difficult to meet expectations. The notion that nothing bad can happen to the mega-cap tech
companies and their suppliers may be fanciful, especially if the political winds blow differently. Anti-trust and other
regulatory actions can put a damper on growth and sentiment.
Value could win if investors refocus on
balance sheets and self-funding
operations. Many of the best
performers in today’s environment
are dependent on capital markets
that can shut down when heavy
turbulence hits. A market that turns
sour tends to refocus investors’ minds
on sustainable franchises instead of
aggressive possibilities. Value could
also win as asset allocators start
focusing on risk mitigation and good
values. Momentum is driving this
market, not fundamentals (see chart).
Many investors who are beating the
S&P 500 or other growth indices are
doing it by owning a higher weighting in the most popular stocks. You can think of it like front running the flow into
passive investment. This will look very different when momentum flips!
These are challenging times to be value-oriented. In an effort to keep pace with the indices, we are seeing more and
more of our value competitors buying growth stocks. This is exactly what happened in 1999. We will remain steadfast to
our disciplines. Stocks can stay disconnected from the fundamentals for only so long. Our team is strong and clear-eyed.
We are grateful for the investors who stick with us. We are right there with you. The team continues to increase their
ownership in the strategy via the FMI Family of Funds.
Thank you for your confidence in Fiduciary Management, Inc.
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